External API Framework Project

⚠️ ExtAPI was moved to UNMAINTAINED state by the TSC on 06 May 2021

Each project should have its own page with all of the associated project pages / attachments under it.

For consistency, use the same <project Name> as recoded in the list of Resources and Repositories (Deprecated)

Approved Project Proposal

Release Planning

Amsterdam Release

- [ExtAPI] M1 Release Planning link
- [ExtAPI] M1 Release Planning Checklist link
- [ExtAPI] M2 Functionality Freeze Checklist link
- [ExtAPI] M3 API Freeze Checklist link
- [ExtAPI] M4 Code Freeze Checklist link
- [ExtAPI] RC0 Checklist link
- [ExtAPI] RC1 Checklist link
- [ExtAPI] RC2 Checklist link
- [ExtAPI] Release Sign-Off Milestone Checklist

Beijing Release

- [ExtAPI] Beijing M1 Release Planning Template
- [ExtAPI] Beijing M1 Planning Milestone Checklist Template
- [ExtAPI] Beijing-M2-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Beijing-M3-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Beijing-M4-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Beijing - Deliverables for RC0 Milestone Checklist Template
- [ExtAPI] Beijing - Deliverables for RC1 Milestone Checklist Template
- [ExtAPI] Beijing - Deliverables for RC2 Milestone

Casablanca Release

- [ExtAPI] Casablanca M1 Release Planning Template
- [ExtAPI] Casablanca M1 Planning Milestone Checklist Template
- [ExtAPI] Casablanca-M2-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Casablanca-M3-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Casablanca-M4-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Casablanca-RC0-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Casablanca-RC1-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Casablanca-RC2-Checklist

Dublin Release

- [ExtAPI] Dublin M1 Planning Milestone Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Dublin M1 Release Planning
- [ExtAPI] Dublin-M2-Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Dublin M3 API Freeze Milestone Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Dublin M3 Architecture Review
- [ExtAPI] Dublin M4 Code Freeze Milestone Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Dublin RC0 Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Dublin RC1 Checklist
- [ExtAPI] Dublin RC2 Checklist

Place for whatever the team needs